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A contribution to the cause of the small
AS school
in the never-ending wrangle as
to the advantages of the large institution of
learning over the small, and vice versa, we are
able to set forth a few statistics gathered from
our own alumni, which are surely worthy of
consideration.
During the thirty-two years which have
elapsed since the first class was enrolled, 790
men have received diplomas. This could hard-
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ly be considered a mighty army, but its ranks
are made up of men gathered from 41 states
and seven foreign countries. Rose graduates
are now scattered over 44 states and 14 foreign countries.
Success may not always be counted in money,
but money usually accompanies success. Twenty-five per cent of the graduates receive salaries
from $10,000 to $25,000 annually, and more
than forty per cent receive from $5,000 to $10,000. The average of the remainder is $2,700.
The above statement shows beyond a doubt the
efficiency of the Rose graduate. Salaries of
such figures can be demanded only by efficient,
well trained men.
Another note-worthy fact is that ninety-two
and six-tenths per cent of these graduates are
now occupied with engineering work. We are
sure that this figiire cannot be surpassed by any
large institution in this country. We doubt if
it can be equaled. The results speak well indeed for the course of training through which
it is necessary to pass in order to receive the
Rose diploma.
We feel that we have a right to be proud of
the school; those who have shouldered the responsibilities connected with it deserve highest
praise for what has been accomplished. However, we believe that a measure of the success
is due to the fact that Rose is a small school.
There may be some exception taken •to the
statement that the smaller classes, the more
intimate relationship between student and professor, and the co-operation between student
body and faculty which is impossible, or at
least more difficult to attain, in a large institu-
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tion, are advantages which more than outweigh those of the elaborate equipment of the
large school and perhaps the possibilities of a
broader point of view which are open to the
university man.
In answer we offer our statistics.

basket ball tourney now
THEbeinginter-class
carried out under the direction of
Coach Gilbert, is proving to be a decided success, not only in bringing out promising material for the varsity squad, but in getting a large
number of men interested in some form of
beneficial exercise as well. Allowing eight men
to each team, the total number of men entered
in the contest as players is 72, or forty per cent
of the total number of students. One of the
big objections to the present form of college
athletics is that too few men are able to participate. If forty per cent of the total number
of students at Rose are engaged in the class
games, that is encouraging to say the least.
Perhaps more interest than usual has been
aroused by the announcement that medals will
be awarded the best team and the best players.
That Coach Gilbert, himself, has donated the
medals is significant. It shows that, in him,
we have a man who is putting forth every effort to bring out sufficient material and to
produce a winning combination, a man who
is really concerned with the success of the team.
Our big trouble in the past has been that only
too often the coach has had too little interest
in the team. Any team with an indifferent and
unenthusiastic coach is doomed to a losing season before the first practice is called.
Another evidence of Coach Gilbert's desire
to put out a winning team was shown by his
appearance before the Student Council at their
last meeting. At this meeting he stated that
he had been handicapped more than a little during the past football season by the failure of
a number of the players to attend practice
regularly, and asked for the backing of the
Student Council in any disciplinary measures

which he might see fit to- take to prevent this
during the coming basket ball season. The
Student Council, without the slightest hesitation, agreed that it is the right of any coach
to have absolute charge of the team which he
is coaching, and that any action which Mr.
Gilbert may take will be supported in every
way by the Student Council. A resolution
was passed which, in effect, stated that any
criticism of Mr. Gilbert's work should properly be made before the Athletic Association
or the Student Council, and to no other persons.
General criticism of any sort is often apt
to have very little reason back of it. As an
example, take the criticism caused by the action of the coach in rearranging the lineup of
the team just before the Winona game. The
result was a defeat for Rose—and much criticism. It was not generally known, however,
that those regulars who were kept out of the
game needed a rest so badly that had they
played against Winona they could not have
participated in the DePauw game the following week. Gilbert's idea was to get DePauw,
and everyone knows how close he came to
victory. He was also criticized for having
only one quarterback at the time of the DePauw game. Here is the answer to that: he
had three the week before, but one was unable
to play on account of injuries, and the other
quit the squad.
The view the Council takes of the matter
is this, "If any coach is at all good enough to
keep, he is good enough to be heartily supported. If he is not good enough to be heartily supported his services should be dispensed
with. We believe that in Gilbert, Rose possesses a very capable man. He is therefore entitled to the support of every Rose student
in all actions which he may take in attempting
to turn out a winning team."
At this meeting Gilbert stated that from
this time on it was going to be his aim to play
men on merit and not on ability, and that the
man who failed to report for practice regularly would not have a place on the squad. Ir-
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regularity on the part of players in attending
practice has been a bugbear that many of our
coaches have had to face. Let us hope that
Mr. Gilbert will be able to put an end to this
for all time.
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This article was originally, prepared for
the "Aera," the monthly publication of the
American Electric Railway Association, and
appears in this issue in the same form in which
it was arranged when printed by that publication.

slogan "Safety First" which was
THEheard
for the first time not so very long THE petition circulated by the Student
Council requesting a Thanksgiving vaago, has created quite a movement in the manufacturing world tending toward the elimination of danger to the workman. At the present time, almost'every organization and company, from the largest railway to the smallest
manufacturing concern is.giving much attention to this idea. Mr. F. H. Miller, '95, who
is superintendent of motive power of the
Louisville Railway Company, has presented
us with an article describing some of the methods used in his department for the prevention
of accidents. The article contains a few interesting efficiency ideas. The efficiency idea.
as well as the accident prevention movement,
is one of the big topics of the day. Every
student will find it worth his -time to read
this article.
Mr. Miller included with his article two
prints; one shows the chart used in demonstrating the loss caused by improper car operation.
The second does not relate directly to
the article. It shows in a general way the
method of car wiring. It is interesting in
itself.

cation brought gratifying results. The vacar
tion was particularly enjoyed as a relief after
the excessive stress and strain produced by the
mid-terms which just preceded it. Many
fortunate students returned home during the
interim. They were no doubt much better
able to celebrate Thanksgiving as it should be
celebrated than if they had remained and been
compelled to worry about Thermo, Analytical
Dynamics, Chemistry, or Algebra, according
to their degree of development.
Of course we know we deserved the vacation,
and would probably have considered ourselves
very much mistreated if our request had not
been considered, but, nevertheless, the vacation was appreciated, and the faculty has our
thanks.

THE last meeting of the staff it was
AT necessary
to again hold an election. The
vacancy to be filled this time was that of
Sophomore Locals. J. A. Wagner was elected
to fill the vacancy left by the resignation of
Goldsborough Robinson.
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The Second Pan-American Congress
will be held in Washington, D. C.,
THERE
from December 15 to January 8, a second Pan-American Congress. The first PanAmerican Congress was held in Santiago,
Chili, in December, 1908. The object of these
assemblies is to bring together from all American republics, government officials, savants,
and representatives from educational institutions, scientific societies, and all associations
organized for the advancement of the Arts and
Knowledge; to lead to a clearer and better
understanding of these countries; to discuss,
and perhaps find solutions for the many social,
political, and economic problems presenting
themselves constantly, so that unity and good
will in all relations and actions may be secured
and maintained.
These Pan-American Congresses have no
direct connection with the Pan-American
Union, a permanent organization of twentyone American republics occupying a splendid
building in Washington, D. C., standing on
the ground donated by the United States, and
erected at a cost of $1,000,000, three-fourths
of which was donated by Andrew Carnegie,
the object of this corporation being to promote
friendship and commerce between these countries. The one is a permanent organization of
the nature of a clearing house, the other, a
congress of the broadest scope, held from time
to time to bring about helpful co-operation.
The first congress, in Santiago, was so successful that it was there resolved to hold a
second congress in 1915.
This congress will be held under the sanction of the United States, and has been organized by an executive committee made up of
the following members:
Willian Phillips, A. B., Third Assistant Secretary of State, Chairman ex officio.
James Brown Scott, J. U. D.,- Secretary,

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
Vice Chairman.
.William H. Welch, M. D., LL. D., President,
National Academy of Sciences, Honorary
Vice Chairman.
John Barrett, LL. D., Director General,
Pan-American Union.
W. H. Bixby, Brigadier General, U. S. A.,
Retired.
Philander P. Claxton, LL. D., Commissioner of Education.
William C. Gorgas, M. D., Sc. D., Surgeon
General, U. S. A.
William H. Holmes, B. S., Head Curator,
Smithsonian Institution.
Hennen Jennings, C. E., former President,
London Institution Mining and Metallurgy.
George M. Rommel, B. S., Chief, Animal
Husbandry Division, Bureau of Animal Industry, Department of Agriculture.
L. S. Rowe, Ph. D., President, American
Academy of Political and Social Science.
Robert S. Woodward, Ph. D., President.
Carnegie Institution of Washington.
The work of the congress will be done in
section meetings as well as in general meetings.
Nine sections have been provided for.
I. Anthropology.
II. Astronomy, Meteorology and Seismology.
III. Conservation of Natural Resources.
Agriculture, Irrigation, and Forestry.
IV. Education.
V. Engineering.
VI. International Law, Public Law, and
Jurisprudence.
VII. Mining and Metallurgy, Economic
Geology and Applied Chemistry.
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VIII. Public Health and Medical Science. manship of Dr. Claxton, U. S. Commissioner
IX. Transportation, Commerce, Finance, of Education, will do its work in sections. The
work of the section of Engineering Education
and TaxatiMI.
will be of special interest as so large a number
The papers may be presented in English,
of young men from South American reppblics
Spanish, French and Portuguese.
come to the United States for their higher
The Engineering Section, under the chairtechnical education. Doctor Mees has been apmanship of General Bixby, will give consider- pointed to serve
on this committee and will
able time to the discussion of the following
preside at several of the meetings of this sectopics:
tion. Problems in reference to exchange of
Transportation Routes by Land and Water, credits, the meaning and interpretation of deElectrical Engineering, Irrigation and Drain- grees, and nomenclature will be discussed and
age, Sanitary Engineering, Municipal Water cannot but lead to a more profitable co-operaSupply and Mechanical Engineering.
tion. between the United States and these
The Educational Section, under the chair- American republics.

NEWS OF OTHER COLLEGES
Butler gave a football banquet at the close
of the season.
Carnegie Tech "threw" a theater party for
the football squad.
Case Tech held a "Bonfire Rally and
Smoker" on the eve of the Thanksgiving game.
Worcester Tech Students' Council has selected a Publicity Committee of three to promote
systematic publicity work for athletic contests
and school affairs.

A rule has recently been made at the
versity of Texas which allows members of college publications to be suitably rewarded. Editors are to receive gold medals, issue editors
silver medals and reporters bronze ones. These
rewards will correspond to 'varsity athletic insignia.
Michigan has established a course of study
in the science of aeronautics.

Northwestern College freshmen are still
II .1 to cover their heads according th their
own individual tastes, but the Student Council
The Seniors of Western Reserve are holding
has recently written to some of the other cola series of class smokers this year. The Seniors
leges to make inquiries into the advisability of
of the Delta Upsilon fraternity were hosts Oct.
instituting a freshmen cap rule. Green skull
20.
caps will probably be prescribed.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute has a rifle
club.
A record has been established by Illinois
legislature by granting the University a sum
S f $5,000,000 for the coming year. This is said
to be the largest sum ever given by the state
to an educational institution.

Freshmen women of the Ohio State University were compelled to clean the steps of the college building. Armed with tooth brushes, wash
rags, mops, scrub brushes, and other aquatic
instruments they were forced to get down on
their knees and work under the supervision of
the '18 girls.
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Motive Power Department's Part
HOW THIS IMPORTANT BRANCH OF LOUISVILLE RAILWAY COMPANY'S ORGANIZATION
DOES "SAFETY FIRST" WORK
LECTURE TO MOTORMEN ON PROPER HANDLING OF EQUIPMENT
FEATURE OF MOVEMENT—SOME EFFECTIVE IDEAS

By F. H. MILLER
Superintendent Motive Power, Louisville Railway Co., Louisville, Ky.
Transportation DepartNOTmentonlyof isthetheLouisville
Railway Com-

Mechanic, Superintendent of Construction and
Superintendent of Motive Power or their aspany holding bi-weekly meetings to impress on sistants and describe the safe and economical
the motormen and conductors "Safety First" method of handling car equipment, details of
principles, but other departments of the com- motors and controller construction, difficulty
pany are and have been for some time bring- of handling claims, etc.
ing to the attention of the employees the need
Between these bi-weekly meetings.the repreof self helps towards reducing accidents both sentatives call the attention of the car house
to fellow employees and .the public.
employees to the safety suggestions accepted
The conductors and motormen of the Trans- and
posted at each barn, and ask for further
portation Department elect a representative
suggestions, blanks being provided for these
from each barn once every month and these
suggestions.
representatives meet every two weeks with the
For these meetings of the Transportation
Superintendent of Transportation, his assistDepartment
the Motive Power Department
ants and chief inspectors, at which meetings
prepared
a chart which is reproduced herenot only are safety suggestions, that have been
turned over, to the representatives during the with, taken from a car, showing current conprevious two weeks, read and discussed, but sumption, when car was operated correctly, and
before these meetings appear representatives of when carelessly handled. This chart was exthe other departments, Claim Agent, Master plained to the car house representatives and
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each one given a copy to keep and a copy to
be posted at each barn.
LECTURE ON USE OF EQUIPMENT.
A lecture is delivered to each new set of representatives with black board sketches, and the
men are invited to question the speaker regarding details not fully covered or points not understood. An outline of the lecture used follows:
INCREASED SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY OF OPERATION.
THE SAVINGS OF POWER AND EQUIPMENT BY
PROPER CAR CONTROL.

B—You may burn out controller.
C—You always injure the motor equipment,
for it is not built for such treatment.
D—You may cause the car to jerk, throw
some one down and cause trouble and
expense to the Company.
2. Never have brakes and controller on at
the same time.
A—This will injure, and in time burn out
the resistance used with the motor
equipment.
B—May flatten your wheels.
C—Wastes power.
D—Injures motor equipment.
RULES FOR COASTING.

3. Coast as much as possible, that is, use the
momentum you have gained to cover distance.
Use the right amount of power to carry you to
your next stopping point, figuring on allowing
car to coast between time of turning controller
off and applying brakes, so that car has commenced to slow down considerably before applying brakes. Apply controller and then
coast rather than put controller repeatedly on
first point and off again causing car to jerk
each time. Remember it has cost power to
start the car and power costs money, further
you are wearing out the brake shoes and if
track is slick you may flatten wheels, etc.
4. Move under the overhead crossings,
switches and blocks in the trolley wire with
controller on "OFF" position.
A—This prevents wearing out of the overhead equipment .due to the arcing and
burning.
HANDLInG THE CONTROLLER.
B—Prevents sudden jerks on the car motors,
1. Use controller properly, do not start too
as current is cut off and on suddenly
rapidly, stop at least one second, and two is
when crossing these blocks with power
better, on each controller point.
on.
When you throw. your controller handle
ELECTRIC SWITCHES.
around with one movement, or too rapidly—
5. Run especially slow up to electric switches.
A—You may blow overhead circuit breaker, When you run at too great speed it means that
frighten passengers and further delay you have your brakes on at the time you have
controller on to turn switch for curve.
your car.

In connection with the "Safety First" movement of the Louisville Railway Safety League
the Motive Power department wishes to further
explain and impress on the inspectors, motormen and conductors a number of rules now laid
down in your Rules and Regulations.
Not only must we attempt to prevent accidents to the riding public and ourselves by
greater attention to the rules now laid down,
but we must also do our best to make a saving
to the Company in handling the Company's
equipment.
The car equipment must be so used, that extra repairs are not required on same, and the
power furnished is used as economically as
possible. Some of the points, by the observance of which you may save some unnecessary
wear on the car equipment and increase your
general efficiency are as follows:
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SAVING POWER
0

Chart Used by Louisville Railway Company to Show the Possible Saving in Power by Proper Car Opera.
tion. The Following Legend Appears Under the Diagram:

Maximum horse power to start same car
Average horse power used in starting
Time to put controller on last point
Time to gain full speed

Motorman A

Motorman B

H.P.
H.P.
Sec.
Sec.

386.6 H.P.
177.0 H.P.
4.2 Sec.
16.0 Sec.

165.8
103.0
12.4
24.0

In order to gain eight seconds Motorman B wastes 74 h. p. on each start. This not only wastes coal
in making power, but is much harder on the car equipment and reduces the voltage of other cars on the
same line making it harder for them to make time.
CORRECT STARTING: Stop two seconds on each point of controller on the point, before the
longest necessary movement of controller handle, fourth point on type of controller as above, wait
three seconds, or until car has gained full speed for that point.
CORRECT RUNNING: Allow car to coast as much as possible, that is with current off and brake
released. You are thus covering distance without use of additional power. Do not apply current and
brake at same time. Be sure brake is released before moving controller handle and see that controller
handle is on the "Off" position when applying brake. There are only two running points on any controller. When •car is operated, except for starting, on the other points you are wasting power and injuring car equipment (rheostat). Do not use current when trolley wheel is passing under insulated
blocks or switches in the overhead trolly wire.
CORRECT BRAKING: Every time you apply your brake, you waste the movement of the car that
costs power to start, and the faster the car is going when you apply the brake, the greater waste. Remember it has taken power to start the car and power costs money.
THE BEST MOTORMAN is he who SAFELY operates his car with the LEAST POWER.
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A—Many accidents are caused by the car behind throwing the electric switch under the car ahead; this of course is
pure carelessness.
B—The fact of having to set brakes with current on to turn the switch means wasting power.
C—In case switch does not operate properly,
you may take the wrong track and injure persons or property.
COST OF EQUIPMENT.
6. The cost of the electric equipment and
the cost of renewals on a Fourth Avenue Type
of car are approximately as itemized below.
You will see that the car equipment is very
costly and therefore must be handled as you
would any other valuable property.
Complete motors, air compressor,control and trolley
$2,070.00
Controller
178.00
Armature
220.00
Wheel, 33-inch
21.10
Overhead Circuit Breaker
18.00
Trolley Wheel, 6-inch
1.25
Trolley pole and wheel
3.25
Renewing fingers in controller due to
burning
4.25
WHAT IT COSTS IN FARES.
In order to pay for the following itemized
repairs and renewals only, not allowing any
thing for general wages, taxes, accidents,
claims, interest for use of money, insurance or
depreciation, the following extra cash fares
would have to be collected:
Grinding and replacing a flat wheel, 20 to 80
cash fares.
Repairing and replacing a grounded controller, 15 to 25 cash fares.
Renewing safety gates after collision, 40 to
80 cash fares.
Renewing car vestibules after collision, 500
to 900 cash fares.
Renewing new controller fingers, 10 to 80
cash fares.
Renewing new overhead circuit breaker, 360
cash fares.
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Renewing fuse box, 60 cash fares.
New trolley wheel, 25 cash fares.
New trolley pole, 45 cash fares.
Losing a broom three-quarters good, 5 cash
fares.
Losing a ticket punch, 30 cash fares.
Leaving one circuit of lights burning 10
hours, 1 cash fare.
Leaving electric car heaters on first point
one hour, 1 cash fare.
Leaving electric car heaters on second point
one hour, 2 cash fares.
Losing a switch iron, 10 cash fares.
Repairing broken trolley wire (in addition
to 15 minute delay), 40 cash fares.
Renewing overhead trolley switch, 45 cash
fares.
Renewing overhead crossing, 160 cash fares.
Renewing overhead insulating block, 150
cash fares.
Replacing ear and hanger, 16 cash fares.
After split switch replacing car by wreck
car (in addition to 30 minute delay), 24
cash fares.
From the above table you will see the great
expense the Company is put to, when unnecessary repairs and renewals are caused by bad
judgment or carelesslandling of the controller,
brake and other car equipment.
STARTING AFTER BLOCKADE.
7. After a blockade or after power has been
off the trolley wire, do not try to start all the
cars at once; if you do, power will again fail.
There is a large circuit breaker at the source
of power that feeds a section of trolley wire
many blocks long. Now if all cars or a great
number of cars try to start at once that circuit
breaker will open, just as the circuit breaker on
a car opens when the controller is fed too fast
or there is trouble on the car. That is what it
was put there for. So that it is necessary that
motormen strictly observe the rule about starting cars after a blockade, or power off. At the
power station there is a large circuit breaker on
the generators that feed a large number of
trolley section circuit breakers. (Blackboard
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sketch is used to illustrate.) The circuit break- threw away or lost a broom that was not half
ers on the trolley sections are to confine dead used up? What do we think when some one
sections to those in trouble, such as a trolley in our house leaves the electric light burning
wire down, current off for fire apparatus, etc. all night after being instructed to turn it out
If the trolley wire was not divided into sec- when through with it.? This needless use of
tions and if the individual trolley sections electricity increases the revenue of the Lightwere not provided with circuit breakers, power ing Company at your expense, but when we
when off would be off the entire city, instead throw away, lose or use carelessly property of
of a part of one street.
the Company for which we work and upon
whose prosperity depends our prosperity, just
KEEP EYE ON TROLLEY WIRE.
so much value is lost to the Company, and it
8. Keep your eyes open and report any thing
does not do any one any good.
you may see that is out of order about the
F. H. MILLER,
trolley wire to the first person possible, inspecSuperintendent of Motive Power.
tor or barn foreman. If the trolley wire is
down so you can not pass, get it off the rail
ASKING FOR SAFETY IDEAS.
with a broom or any piece of dry wood, tie it
In the Motive Power Department at each
up if possible and telephone for emergency
power station, sub-station and wirework headwagon. Do not leave a hanging trolley wire so
quarters, "Safety Suggestions" and "Defect
that next car, person or vehicle passing may
Report Blanks" are provided on a so-called
run into it.
"safety bulletin," this bulletin containing all
9. When emergency wiremen are driving
notices relating to safety. One of these notheir wagon to a trolley break or a fire and
tices, asking for Safety First Suggestions was
ringing their gong, stop your car and let them
worded as follows:
pass as• you do for the fire department.
"SAFETY FIRST SUGGESTIONS."
10. When lineman are making repairs to the
suggest any change in any part of
Can
you
trolley wirework, assist them all you can, by
the
power
buildings, tools, machinery equipmoving slowly under work which is not in good
walkways, etc., that would
ment,
stairways,
condition, as when all wires are not in position
prevent
an
accident?
or rope blocks are on the trolley wire, etc.
Can you suggest any change in the present
When requested by linemen or inspectors, pull
method
of operation of the Motive Power Deyour trolley pole entirely down to roof of car
partment
that could be made safer?
in passing a point undergoing repairs,'so that
Can
you
suggest any change in the cars or
trolley wheel will not catch in any of the trolmethods
of
running
same, that would make the
ley parts being repaired.
operation of the cars safer for the public and
HELP OTHER DEPARTMENTS.
the employees?
11. Always assist, any other department of
Can you suggest any change in track work,
the Company as much as possible to the end or overhead work that would render the same
that the public may be served safely and with safer or more efficient?
least delay.
Can you think of any thing in any depart12. The subject of economical and efficient ment of the Company that could be changed
operation boiled down means that we must to decrease the number of accidents, to make
learn and must obey the rules and regulation the operation of the cars more satisfactory to
as made by the officers of the Company and those who ride on the cars?
that we must treat the Company's property
Have you heard any complaint from people
as if it temporarily belonged to ourselves. What who ride the cars; if so, what? Can you or did
would we think if a member of our household they suggest a remedy?
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We know that all employees of the Company
are interested in its progress, for its success
means their success, and wish to make this the
best street railway systeiu in the world. Do
you think of any thing that will make the employes still more loyal to the Company?
We want you to write your suggestion on the
blanks provided, fill as many blanks as you
please, the more the better, sign your name
and leave with your timekeeper.
Start filling the blanks today.
Think before, not after. Be careful.
F. H. MILLER,
Superintendent of Motive Power.
REPORTING DEFECTIVE TOOLS.
The form of notice covering the reporting of
defective tools or equipment is as follows:
44
REPORTING DEFECTIVE EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, ETC."
Use Defect Report, a pad of which will be
kept on this Safety Bulletin at all times by
timekeeper, for reporting all defects in equipment, tools, buildings, or any other property
of the Company that might prevent the continuous operation or might decrease the high efficiency up to which point we expect to keep the
operation of this Company.
Report to your foreman or engineer as soon
as possible the defects or suggestions and at
your first opportunity also fill out one of these
reports and give to the timekeeper.
Timekeeper will see that these reports are
delivered to the proper department heads.
Do you know of any defective tools?
Do you know of any dangerous holes or dark
places unprotected by 'suitable railings and
lights?
Do you know of any steam, oil or water
leaks?
Have you noticed any peculiar or different
conditions around any of the running equipment?
Let us think before and prevent an accident
or delay, rather than report the occurrence of
one afterwards.
F. H. MILLER,
Superintendent of Motive Power.
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SAFETY SUGGESTIONS.
On or about the first of each month a notice
is posted, giving the name of each employee
who offered suggestions during the previous
month, the number of suggestions offered and
whether they were accepted or not. Here is a
sample notice:
SEPTEMBER SAFETY SUGGESTIONS. "g
-NE
No.
A8m
W. L. Deats
3
2
1
H. Broadus
1
1
B. C. Doward
1
1
H. Dugan
1
1
H. V. Wallace
5
4
1
J. Gammons
1
1
E. W. Burdue
2
2
E. Eyl
1
1
B. Overstreet
2
2
H. Ormerod
1
1
G. Tutt
3
3
E. L. Berry
1
1
W. McGrath
2
2
Total
24 22
2
Write It Down. This is necessary as well
as telling your foreman.
Think Before You Act.
F. H. MILLER,
Superintendent of Motive Power.
To those men offering especially good suggestions or several suggestions worthy of consideration is written a personal letter of
thanks.
WIDE RANGE OF IDEAS.
The range of suggestions covers varied
topics from furnishing a library for the use of
the employees, down to occurences that almost
produced accidents in case a person had done
so and so, but at least 90 per cent, of the suggestions we have found worthy of being carried out.
We have found that railings in some places
were absolutely necessary; that dark steps and
ladders needed light; that high tension wiring
needed protection and warning notices; that
certain poles were too close to cars on curves;
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that ladders and hand railings for same should
be placed where men were climbing over pipes;
that signal lights would save time and chance

of accidents; etc., etc., where before the question of safety was agitated, we thought all
necessary precautions had been taken.
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Minutes of Advisory Board Committee Meeting,
December 3, 1915
The Advisory of the Rose Polytechnic man,'92, Hood,'93, Royse, '94, Pirtle, '98, and
Alumni Association, appointed by President Miller, '01, being present.
Mewhinney, to consider ways and means for
Just before the formal meeting of the Comassisting in the raising of funds to be used in mittee, the members had the pleasure of meetthe erection of buildings at the new site, met at ing Dr. Sage, Secretary of the Rockefeller
the Institute at 1:30 p. m., Friday, December Foundation, who was inspecting the Institute,
3rd. Messrs. Mewhinney,'91, Waters,'88, Lay- in connection with an application which has
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been made for assistance from the Foundation.
Foltz, '86, who is the architect for the new
plant, Dr. Mees, and Mr. W. C. Ball were
present during both meetings of the Committee.
With President Mewhinney in the chair,
Hood,'93, was appointed Secretary. Dr. Mees
sketched briefly the various methods of raising funds, which had been used in recent
campaigns by other schools.
Layman,'92, moved,seconded by Waters,'88,
that $150,000:00 be set as a goal to be raised by
the Alumni during a ten-year period, provided
an equal amount be raised by subscription by
citizens of Terre Haute. The motion was carried unanimously.
Layman, seconded by Royse, moved that a
committee of two be appointed to draft a satisfactory form of subscription note, and that
said note include a release in case of death or
inpairment of earning capacity. The motion
was carried and Messrs. Royse and Miller appointed as the Committee to report at an adjourned meeting to be held during the evening.
Layman, seconded by Pirtle, moved that a
subcommittee of four be appointed to make
definite recommendations to the Committee and
the Board of Managers, relative to a plan of
campaign and the employment of a solicitor to
raise the necessary funds, both from the
Alumni and citizens of Terre Haute. The motion was carried and Messrs. Putnam,'86, Waters, '88, Layman,'92 and Pirtle, '98, were appointed by President Mewhinney.
Thereupon, on motion of Layman, seconded
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by Pirtle, Dr. Mees, Mr. Ball, and other members of the Board of Managers, were invited to
attend an adjourned meeting of the Committee, to be held at the Hotel Deming at 8:00 p.
m. The Committee adjourned at 5:30 p. m.
At 8:00 p. m., the Committee reassembled at
the Hotel Deming, the following members being present: President Mewhinney, Waters,
Condron, Layman, Hood, Royse, Pirtle and
Miller. Mr. Foltz, Dr. Mees and Messrs. Ball
and Rea, of the Board of Managers, were also
present.
Messrs. Royse and Miller presented a proposed subscription blank, and after considerable
discussion, the matter was referred back to the
Committee, on motion of Layman, seconded by
Pirtle, to report to the Committee by correspondence.
Preliminary studies of floor plans and elevation for the new buildings were presented by
Mr. Foltz, and discussed by the Committee at
some length.
Mr. Layman stated that he felt that the
Committee ought not to return without an expression on the part of the members present
as to the subscriptions they would be willing
to make toward the fund of $150,000.00 to be
raised by the Alumni, whereupon subscriptions
amounting to a total of $7,300.00 were made by
the members of the committee.
The committee adjourned at 11:00 p. m., to
meet when called by the President.
ARTHUR M. HOOD,
Secretary.

Notes
On September 28th, 1915, a daughter was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rice,'93, in New
York City.
Invitations to the wedding of Charles Owen
Dodson,'12, and Miss Elizabeth Watkins have
been issued. The date of the wedding is December 14. The ceremony will take place at

Portsmouth, Ohio, at the home of the parents
of the bride-elect.
Charles F. Harris, '14, of late with the
Tucker & Laxton Co., Charlotte, North Carolina, is now with the Cutler-Hammer Co., Milwaukee.
G. G. Overpeck will soon go to the General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
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J. Norvin Compton, '15, who is with the
Presto-Light Company of Indianapolis, has
had a very severe attack of pneumonia. He
is rapidly improving and expects to be back
with his work in a few weeks. He took sick
on November 24 and was immediately brought
to his home in Terre Haute.
A. T. Arnold is now with the Youngstown
Tube and Sheet Metal Works, Youngstown,
Ohio.
Recent visitors at the Institute were Ralph
C. Blanchard,'05, and L. A. Snider, '05.
G. D. Spruhan, '14, with the C. B. & Q. R.
R., Aurora, Illinois, has been in Terre Haute
a few days, preparing apparatus for a test to
be made soon on the locomotives of that railroad.
The Tech Club of Indianapolis held their
regular meeting on Monday, Dec. 13.

Herbert Foltz, '86, architect for the new Institute, has recently been chosen for architect
of the new Vocational High School to be erected in Terre Haute.
H. E. Mayrose, '15, with the Ingersoll Milling. Machine Co., met with a serious accident
a few days ago. The arteries and ligaments in
his wrist were badly cut. He is improving
very rapidly and expects to be back to his
work in a short time. He has been with the
Ingersoll company since his graduation in
1915. Mr. Mayrose has been well satisfied
with his work and has received some advancement.
C. J. Reilly, '09, formerly with the Vandalia
Railroad here, is now with the Interstate Commerce Commission, Chattanooga, Tenn., as
mechanical engineer in railroad valuation.

LONG STROKE MOTOR COMING INTO FAVOR
small-bore, long-stroke motor has
THE
long been popular with automobilists in
Europe, but has only recently begun to attract
any considerable attention in this country. The
principal advantages ascribed to the longstroke motor are that it yields more power for
a given consumption of gasoline because of the
greater expansion of the gases, and that it
gives a greater "throw," and therdfore a greater
leverage on the crankshaft. At the same time

these motors have their disadvantages. It
is usually necessary to keep the engine speed
up, no matter what the car speed, and this calls
for a greater use of gears. The small-bore
mot6r also calls for a more careful manipulation of the ignition. These motors also require
better materials and more careful workmanship
in manufacture. In spite of these drawbacks,
however, the small-bore, long-stroke motors
seem to be gaining in popularity also in this
country.—Popular Mechanics.
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GEOGRAPH!CAL 0ISTRI BUTION of ALUMN

PANAMA 3, MEXICO 2. „ HAWAII 2., ENQLAND 2., CUBA I, AUSTRAL-I,
BRAZIL I, HONDURAS a, NEW Z. I, INDIA 2., JAPAN /, PHILIPPINES I.

Center of gravity of all graduates
Center of gravity of all graduates east of 950
Percentage of graduates with 150 miles of Terre Haute
Percentage of graduates within 300 miles of Terre Haute
Percentage of graduates outside 300-mile zone
Occupation of graduates:
Engineering
Business
Science
Farming
Law
Students have come from 44 States.
Graduates are engaged in 41 States and 12 Territories and foreign countries.
Student cost per capita, 1914-1915
Student cost per capita, 1914-1915, gross

Terre Haute, Ind.
Richmond, Ind.
27.4%
56. %
44. %
92.6%
3.7%
1.8%
1.5%
.4%

$219.00
$269.00
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THE FACULTY LADIES' DINNER.
This year's annual dinner given by the ladies
of the Faculty proved to be the most successful
one that has ever been held. Instead of holding two dinners and inviting half of the school
to each, one gathering was held with the entire
school present.
Several novel features were arranged, one
being the neat place cards prepared by Professor Wischmeyer. Upon entering the dining
room in which quite an atmosphere of Christmas had been created by the decorations, each
guest was presented with a green or red card
bearing an appropriate Christmas design and
part of a familiar rhyme. In order to find a
place it was necessary to find the card of the
opposite color bearing the same design and
having the remainder of the verse written on
it.
After the delicious three course dinner was
served a most pleasing program of entertainment was carried out. Music came in for quite
an important part in this program. Woodruff,
of the freshman class, entertained with several
excellent vocal numbers, and Wagner, of the
senior class, added to the enjoyment of those
present by a violin solo. The old Rose Mandolin Club which was believed to be an absolutely extinct organization, impressed with the
importance of the occasion, resurrected itself
and rendered quite a concert. Last but not by
any means least, the Stone-Carlisle combination came in for a share of applause by a splendid interpretation of "It's a Long Way to Tipperary" and other new songs. They completed
their "act" most appropriately with "Goodbye
Boys We're Through."
A number of interesting talks were also included on the program. Doctor Mees, acting

as toastmaster, first introduced Mr. Coles to
speak for the faculty. His talk was followed by
those of representatives from the different
classes. Kingery gave a good talk on "Rose
Athletics," and Bruning ably represented the
freshmen class in thanking the ladies for the
banquet. Carpenter spoke for the juniors. Grafe,
when called upon to demonstrate that the
present sophomore class is not afflicted with
the egotism usually ascribed .to sophomore
classes rather failed in this particular, but
proved most conclusively (to members of the
class of 1918) that this class is the best that
ever entered Rose. Grafe said that in appreciation of the splendid banquet given by the
ladies of the Faculty, this class had unanimously voted to extend to them honorary membership in the class, and he closed his speech by
presiding at the initiation ceremonies which
consisted of the class rising to cheer the ladies.
Mr. Ball closed the speaking with an interesting discussion of the new school. The party
then broke up after cheers were given for the
ladies and for Rose.

THE "GET-TOGETHER."
OUBTLESS there are a number of people living in the north part of Terre
Haute who are still wondering where the large
number of Rose students, who on the night of
December 4th disembarked from North Eighth
street cars at the end of the line and journeyed
west along Maple avenue, were headed for. At
that time there were a large number of Rose
students wondering just where they were going
and why, for the instructions given out by the
committee which arranged the first (let us
hope it may be termed annual) general get-
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together meeting, were, "Go west on Maple
avenue until you see a fire, and head for that—
Oh, yes, don't forget to bring a tin cup with
you." Naturally there was more than a little
curiosity aroused as to just what form of celebration had been planned.
At about eight o'clock a crowd gathered at
the corner of Eighth street and Maple avenue,
decided that it was time to start moving, and
to those same old airs, "I'm a Rambling
Wreck" and "The Poly Engineer," the whole
body moved westward. After traveling for
perhaps a mile along the Maple avenue road,
the glare of a fire was seen over to the northwest. The party then progressed north along
the old canal bed and then west along a road
which seemed to lead to the fire. A disappointment was in store for those who were hoping to end their journey at this fire, for here
was found only a sign stuck up by the side of
the fire on a forked stick. The sign read,"Go
west to the river, then north—Put more fuel
.on the fire."
After following instructions as to the fire,
the hike was resumed, and soon the light of a
second fire and the sound of much celebration
led the party in the right direction.
By breaking through much brushwood and
falling over many logs and pieces of driftwood, the rendezvous was finally gained. Here
large fires had been built, and• stands for the
dispensing of food and other refreshments had
been erected. As everyone had had his appetite sharpened by the long walk, not much time
was wasted in preliminaries; the usual order
of program was reversed, refreshments being
served first instead of last.
After the supper had been served, and everyone was feeling properly refreshed, the following program was carried out:
1. Short concert by the Senior Glee Club.
2. "Putting the Pint" Contest. Contestants—Ewens, '19 and Henry, '18. Spectators
were warned to keep out of range of contestants during this contest, but several did not
heed the warning and in consequence were
deluged with flying ammunition.
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3. 'Nother Concert.
4. The Habits of the Salamander—His
Contempt of Fire. Demonstration by Goldsmith.
5. "Spirited Wrestling Match." Tony, the
Greek vs. Chic the Bear.
6. "My Native Land." Interesting address
by Senor Antonio Gouvea.
7. A Joint Discussion on "Why is the North
Star," by Heedwohl and Hartough.
8. Still 'Nother Concert.
9. Boxing Contests.
Bristly Pig vs. Wild O'Brien.
Slim Finley vs. One Round Kingery.
Battling Whelan vs. Knockout Richards.
Referee—Frederick Wyman.
10. Grand Finale—Inspection of the department of food supply.
Following the boxing the committee had arranged for a tug of war, but it was impossible
to carry this out on account of the lateness of
the hour.
The party then dispersed and began the "historic walk back." Through underbrush, cornfields, meadows, wheatfields, bottom lands and
wooded sections they passed, and finally after
much walking and much worry as to whether
or not they were on the right path, they managed to again gather at the corner of Eighth
street and Maple avenue. Here the party broke
up for the last time, each man going his separate way, hoping for a repetition of the affair next year.

MANAGER ELECTIONS.
At the last meeting of the Athletic Association the following juniors were elected as
managers and asst. managers for the various
teams during the coming year:
W. C. Wente—Asst. Basket Ball Mgr.
V. J. Whelan—Asst. Base Ball Mgr.
W. S. Risser—Asst. Track Mgr.
M. H. Smith—Tennis Mgr.
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THE SECOND FRESHMAN RECEPTION.
HE second annual "paddling bee," with
with the class of 1918 as guests, was
held Wednesday, December 1st. The festivities began promptly at four o'clock, when the
freshman chemistry class issued forth from the
sanctum of "Doc" White. Following the custom of last year, every upper classman had
armed himself with some type of weapon, clubs
and billies of various description from inefficient looking laths to shovel and broom handles,
being in evidence. The more blood-thirsty individuals were somewhat disappointed at the
appearance of the freshmen, for almost every
man's head was covered with the necessary
green adornment, and soon the feeling began
to spread that the news of the party had in
some way reached the ears of the new men. A
few unfortunates were discovered without their
caps, and after being vigorously reminded of
their forgetfulness to obey orders were sent
scurrying homeward at a high rate of speed.
After waiting without the main building for
some time the m.ob became impatient and decided to storm the citadel (the citadel being
Professor Wickersham's room where six capless men had taken refuge). The sally netted
only three men, however, as three took refugr
within •the sacred precincts of the office of
Doctor Mees.
The appetite for slaughter still being unsa tiated, the sport of running all freshmen
from the campus was next indulged in. This
proved to be by far the most exciting number
on the program, and after the issuing forth of
the three freshmen who had taken refuge in
the office had been awaited in vain, the as-

T

sembly adjourned. It must he admitted that
this year's program was not quite as successful as that of last year on account of the failure of the freshmen to play up their parts, but
it is to be hoped that the moral effect will be
worth the energy expended.

STUDENT COUNCIL MEETING.
Friday, December 3, 1915.
EETING called to order by President
O'Laughlin. Weinhardt and Leibing
absent.
Reading of minutes of previous meeting
omitted.
Gray reported that the financial report of
the Camera Club was only an estimate of expenditures.
Mr. Frisz and Mr. Gilbert urged Student
Council to take some action to better athletic
situation at Rose.
Moved by Tilley that freshmen be allowed
to discard green caps at once until March 17,.
1916. Lost for want of a second.
Moved by Carlisle, second by Hild, that
freshmen wear green caps until after Christmas vacation.
Moved by Grafe, second Stuart, that Student
Council give Coach Gilbert complete charge
of basket ball team.
Carlisle, Tilley and Gray appointed on a
committee to draw up a set of resolutions to
better the athletic situation, to be passed by
Student Council.
Meeting adjourned.
P. J. GRAFE,
Recording Secretary.
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AFUEETIC3
held to the short end of a
ALTHOUGH
14-6 'score, without a doubt the "Fighting Engineers" really outplayed DePauw and
should have won. Rose held the ball the
greater part of the time, the first three periods
were played in our opponents' territory, and a
number of times Rose swept down the field
with a series of brilliant passes and line
smashes, only to lose within a few feet of the
Black and Gold goal. The Engineers were up
against the man-sized job of defeating the
scrappy Methodist squad upon their own field
and upon "Old Gold Day," their big athletic
carnival of the year. In the face of these odds
Rose put up a brilliant' game and displayed
splendid sportsmanship in spite of the failure
of their opponents to do likewise.
From the opening kickoff Rose played rings
around the Black and Gold, who were expecting an easy victory. A series of beautiful forward passes, successfully negotiated for sub=
stantial gains, placed the ball on DePauw's
one-yard line within a few minutes from the
kickoff, and on these plays there was "nobody
home" so far as the Methodists were concerned.
Backed up on their goal, however, the Black
and Gold line became impenetrable and Rose
lost on downs. By this time a scare had been
thrown into the DePauw warriors, and Rowan
punted 50 yards down the field. Buck received
and again the Old Rose and White swept down
upon the coveted goal with a series of line
plunges and end runs, carrying the ball to the

10-yard line only to lose on downs again. DePauw made five yards on a short end run, but
after that failed to find a hole in the Rose line
and was forced to punt. Buck returned the
ball 15 yards, but fumbled to DePauw when
tackled, giving the Methodists the ball in the
center of the field.
For the first time DePauw showed a sustained attack; they carried the ball 25 yards
on line plunges, but Rose held on her 20-yard
line. After three unsuccessful attempts to
find a hole, DePauw pulled a short pass on the
fourth down, which nearly resulted in a score,
the runner being brought down within a yard
of goal. Buck punted to the center of the field,
however, and the Engineers recovered the ball
on downs as the opening period ended.
The second period was a battle royal, Rose
finally scoring a hard-earned touchdown, and
Rowan retaliating in kind a few minutes later
with a fluke run, going the entire length of
the field for a score. Rose opened with a rush
and swept through the Black and Gold to their
20-yard line, but lost the ball on an intercepted
pass. After DePauw had made two first
downs, "Doc" Orr recovered a fumble for
Rose. Taking the baIl on DePauw's 40-yard
line, the "Fighting Engineers" opened up a
terific attack, and DePauw,striving desperately
to stem the rush, began to use rough tactics,
which were plainly visible to officials and spectators.
"Jap" opened the drive with a four-yard
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gain and Orr smashed through for first down.
Davis again responded, gaining six yards
through the line, and Buck scooted through
center for 20 yards with the ball on their 15yard line, DePauw held for downs and Rowan
got off a short punt to the 35-yard line. Buck
recovered and another of Goldsmith's perfect
passes, Wagner on the receiving end, placed
the ball again on DePauw's 15-yard line. Rose
failed to gain on the first two downs; then
Buck, carrying the ball through center, fell
and several of the DePauw huskies dropped
on him, with the result that the scrappy quarter was out for the remainder of the game.
With no dependable or experienced man to
take his place, Rose's chance for ultimate victory took a decided slump. The Engineers
scored on the next play, however, on a perfect
pass, Goldsmith to Davis. "Yat" failed to
kick goal and score stood 6-0.
On the following kickoff, Rowan of DePauw
received the ball and dashed the entire length
of the field for a touchdown, later kicking goal
and thereby giving the Methodists a one-point
lead at the end of the first half.
At the beginning of the third period the
Old Rose and White again swept down upon
the DePauw goal. It was a wonderful performance in view of the fact that the back
field was weakened by the loss of Buck, Goldsmith running the team in splendid style from
halfback position. The Rose line men opened
up the holes in the Black and Gold line-Barnes, Blake, Floyd and Henry doing especcially good work—and Orr and Yatsko, carrying the oval alternately, smashed through for
five and ten yards on every play. With the
ball inside DePauw's 10-yard line, "Goneytried a pass to Wagner behind the goal. With
no one near him and with every chance of completing this play,. the little god of luck decreed
that this particular pass should be just out of
the end's reach and Rose was cheated of a
score.
The remainder of the period was uneventful,
neither team being able to gain decisively and

the quarter ended with the oval in DePauw's
possession on their 40-yard line.
With five new men in the lineup, DePauw
opened the final period with a drive upon the
Rose goal. The Engineers resisted stubbornly to the last ditch, and although DePauw's
progress was uninterrupted, they made first
downs by inches only. Finally with only a
few minutes to play the Methodists forced it
over—the only touchdown they should have
had. Rowan kicked 'goal and the final score
stood 14-6.
Lineup and summary:
Pos. ROSE POLY (6).
DE PAITVV (14)
Davis
L E
Woodruff
Blake
T
L
Northway
Henry
L G
Denton
Floyd
Meredith
Woodling
R G
Baumunk
Barnes
R T
Dunn
Wagner
R E
Wiley
Buck
QB
Pence
Goldsmith
R II
House
Orr
L H
Foote
Yatsko
F B
Rowan
Touchdowns—Rowan, 2; Orr. Umpire—
Robinson (Indiana). Headlinesman—Davis,
(Purdue). Time of quarters-15 minutes.
Touchdowns—DePauw, Rowan, 2; Poly, Orr.
Substitutes—For DePauw, Anderson for
House, Ellis for Foote, Lynch for Tway,
House for Anderson, Tway for Ellis; for Rose
Poly, Miller for Buck.

ROSE VS. CULVER.
Gilbert sent practically the same
COACH
line-up against Culver on Thanksgiving
Day which was used so successfully against
DePauw, but the team had been without practice for about ten days on account of the midterm examinations and the strong Cadet aggregation administered Rose's fourth and last defeat of the season, 33 to 6.
Rose put up a stronger fight than the score
would indicate but the Cadets were too strong;.
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they used straight football, and Rose failed to
gain consistently against their defense, although pass formation and open plays were
used with some success, finally sending Buck
across for a touchdown in the second period. In
the final period Brown of Culver got away on
two different occasions for a 60-yard dash and
a touchdown. Buck's running and tackling and
the defensive work of Acting Capt. Davis were
reported as features of the play for Rose.
' Rose Poly (6)
Culver (33)
LE
Trimble
Smith
LT
Davis
McLean
LG
Bake
Herr
Leinenkungel
Floyd, Henry
C
Wilkinson
R.G.Grafe
Barnes
Hodgemann
RT
Wagner
RE
Perley, James
Brown
Q.B.Buck
Goldsmith
LH
Meakins
RH
Gupel
Orr
Murray
Yatsko
FB
Touchdowns—Brown (2), Perley, Murray,
Meakins, Buck. Goals from touchdowns—Culver, 3. Referee—Robinson (Indiana). Umpire
—Haggerty (Chicago). Head linesman—Englehart (Indiana).

back over the present season,
LOOKING
cannot but feel, on the
followers
Rose
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proved by subsequent events. Injuries resulting from this game handicapped about six of
the regulars for several weeks afterward;
moreover this proved to be Capt. Carter's last
game for the Old Rose and White. Joe's loss
alone would have been serious enough, and
with several others of our best players out, it
required an entire reorganization and strenuous work upon the part of the men and Coach
Gilbert to develop a new combination to meet
Butler. As we all know this was successfully
accomplished.
The squad met a strong team in University
of Louisville, and defeat was no disgrace although a closer score was expected. The
Winona "Aggie" game was the "fluke" contest
of the. season; Rose should have won but was
defeated by over-confidence and darkness.
Against DePauw, however, the boys made up
for all previous inconsistencies of performance.
We had only eleven men to put upon the field;
they played a wonderful game of football and
displayed the best sort of sportsmanship under
rough tactics. A game of this sort should
cement the spirit of the two hundred men at
Rose into one tremendous boost for the team.
Rose went to Culver handicapped by lack of
practice and was unable to cope with the
strong cadet aggregation.
On the season as a whole, we break even, with
four games won and four lost. A large measure of our success this year was due to. the
fact that we played teams in our class. It is
to be hoped that more schedules of this sort
will be used in the future, so that Rose can develop what we so badly need—winning teams.

whole, very well satisfied with results. We
opened the season with wonderful prospects
for one of the best teams in the history of the
school, and last September a very successful
season was predicted. As long as the combinations which represented Rose in the first three
or four games of our schedule remained unS THIS copy goes to press the 1916
changed, our hopes and predictions of success
Basket Ball season is beginning, with
were admirably fulfilled. E. I. S. N., Hanover,
Earlham and Butler went down to defeat be- the opening of the inter-class tournament Dec.
6. Coach Gilbert has generously donated
fore Coach Gilbert's squad.
The Earlham game seems to have been the trophies to be given to the teams and to indione which put a crimp in things this year. This vidual players who make the best showing
was a hard game, as testified to by the fact that during these games. But to make the tournathe heavy Quaker team was defeated upon their ment a success each division of each class must
own field, and also a costly one for Rose as have five men upon the floor and be prepared

A
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The games to be played on the scheduled
to play at the time their game is scheduled. To
do this, there must be a number of men out for nights, the first one at four-fifteen, the second
their team from each division to assure a full one to start at the end of the first half of the
team for each game. Every man should get first game. The halves to be ten minutes each.
some benefit from athletics at Rose—here is
The Officials will be Prof. Wischmeyer, Aryour chance, get into the game, come out and thur Nehf, and Coach Gilbert.
make things move during the tournament.
The timer to be agreed upon between the two
An inter-class schedule has been arranged. captains.
Class games are played Monday and WednesThe scorer to be appointed later.
day. Tuesday, Thursday and Friday are for
All disputes and protests arising from the
Varsity practice, and practice games during
interpretation
of the rules, the eligibility of
tIte regular season.
players, or any other misunderstandings arisThe rules of the tournament and the schedule ing from this Tournament to be referred to
follow:
Prof. Peddle in writing not later than 24 hours
INTER DIVISIONAL CLASS BASKET BALL TOURNA- after said disagreement. His decision to be
binding and final on all concerned.
MENT.
Teams.

Notes.

One team from each class division, in other
words each class will have two teams, one
from each division. The Juniors will have one
team.

Teams formed for this tournament will be
matched against the Varsity and Varsity reserves at different times during the season.
If you are mat on a team representing your
Division come out just the same and root for
your dion.

Prize.
An engraved silver trophy will be donated
by Coach Gilbert to be the property of the Dion having the highest percentage of victories at the close of the schedule. The prize to
be placed i•n a suitable case and remain at Rose.
Rules.
The Official 1915-16 Basket Ball Rules will
govern the playing of games.
Players in one division will not be eligible
to compete for any other division.
Each Division to appoint a Captain who
shall have charge of the selection and playing
of the team from his divon.
Any member of' a division will be eligible
to compete although he may be, or have been
a Varsity Basket Ball man.
Games are not to be postponed except by permission of the Coach after the two interested
captains have agreed to a postponement.
A team not.ready to play at its scheduled
time will forfeit that game.

No smoking in the Gym before, after, or
during Tournament games and Varsity practice.
Individual Medals 1Vill Be Given to Contestants for th,e Following:
Guard having least number goals scored by
opponent.
Forward making most points by field goal
route.
Center making most points by field goals and
holding opponent to lowest score.
Most valuable man to his team.
(I)lo
regularity and

Ability,

Regular player making least number of personal fouls.
Player to be eligible for medal must take
part in each game and first string Varsity
players will not be eligible for this competition.
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SCHEDULE INTER DIVISIONAL
BASKET BALL TOURNAMENT.
Teams
Freshmen
Freshmen
Sophs.
Sophs.
Juniors
Seniors
Seniors
Dates.
Dec. 6
Dec. 8
Dec. 10
Dec. 13
Dec. 15
Dec. 17
Dec. 20
Dec. 21
Jan. 10
Jan. 11
Jan. 17
Jan. 18
Jan. 24
Jan. 25
Jan. 31
Feb. 1
Feb. 7
Feb. 8
Feb. 14
Feb. 15
Feb. 21
Feb. 22

Division
Division A
Division B
Division A
Division B
Division A
Division A
Division B

No. on Schedule
No. 1
No. 7
No. 2
No. 5
No. 3
No. 4
No. 6
Schedule two
Games Each Night
1 vs. 2
3 vs. 4
5 vs. 6
2 vs. 4
6 vs. 7
1 vs. 3
5 vs. 7
1 vs. 4
2 vs. 7
3 vs. 6
4 vs. 5
2 vs. 3
1 vs. 6
3 vs. 7
2 vs. 6
1 vs. 5
4 vs. 7
3 vs. 5
2 vs. 5
1 vs. 7
4 vs. 6
1 vs. 2
3 vs. 4
5 vs. 6
2 vs. 4
6 vs. 7
1 vs. 3
5 vs. 7
1 vs. 4
2 vs. 7
3 vs. 6
4 vs. 5
2 vs. 3
1 vs. 6
3 vs. 7
2 vs. 6
1 vs. 5
4 vs. 7
3 vs. 5
4 vs. 6
1 vs. 7
2 vs. 5
Postponed Games
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Aviation Motor Applied to Automobiles
The motor, which is only a twelve horse
power, is capable of attaining a speed of fifty
miles per hour and is of unusually light
have appeared.
One is a new type of car using a semi-avia- weight, weighing only 115 pounds.
tion motor another is a new style metal and
Other novel features of the car are that alrubber tire.
though it embodies only the best automobile
The new car, which is being produced by a construction it is built along very miniature
Chicago firm, is a small car built to satisfy a lines having a wheelbase of only 104 inches and
long felt need for an inexpensive machine.
a tread of only thirty-six inches.
The principal feature of the new car is its
The other idea is a socalled tire, which is the
motor, which is of the rotary type similar to invention of a young Clevelander, but which is
the modern aviation motor in as much as the really an inner liner for a casing rather than a
motor revolves about a stationary crankshaft tire. It consists of three strips of Swedish
and uses its own weight in place of a flywheel. vanadium steel placed in an inner lining of
By the use of the entire motor as a balance fabric and rubber by means of a new secret prowheel the inventor claims very high efficiency cess of vulcanizing the rubber to the steel. Thib
can be obtained with minimum vibration. In process has also been patented by the same
recent tests conducted at the company's plant a man. The process uses a vulcanizing compound
motor was placed in the frame and allowed to which when cured forms a perfect resiliant and
run at the rate of 1500 r. p. m. while a camera pliable substance. The steel strips are laid to
with a lense speed of 1/1000 of a second was protect the casings running surface and side
allowed to stand opposite with an open shutter walls from excessive strains which are the
for three seconds and yet showed no vibration cause of most of the fabric checks and blowin any part of the car. During the test the outs.
car stood on inflated tires and with only the
Allowance is made for the thickness of the
weight of the motor and a small a,mount of
device by using a tube of the size smaller than
gasoline as a load.
the regular tube and by carrying ten pounds
The low gasoline consumption is also a very
less than the specified air pressure.
important feature. In a recent trial made on
IThe new device is claimed to add 20,000 miles
the Chicago speedway the car was found to
to
the wearing life of the tire beside preventing
average between forty and fifty miles to a galpunctures
and pinching of the inner tube. If
lon of gasoline and it is estimated that a gallon
this
is
true
the device has a big future and
of lubricating oil will run the motor a diswill
boon to motorists.—Case Tech.
be
a
great
tance of between eight and nine hundred miles.
the past few weeks several new
DURING
and novel ideas along automobile lines
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D. Van Nostrand Co. have recently
THE
published a new book by R. H. Ashley,
of Maine University, which will appeal to all
Chemical Engineering students. The title of
this book is "Chemical Calculations" and under this general heading is discussed in a very
clear and direct manner the necessary steps in
the solution of a number of very practical
problems which are likely to be met with by
the graduate engineer.
The book has an exceptionally good index,
the chapters having beside the general title,
numerous subdivisions which enable one to select almost instantly the exact place where a
treatise on the problem in question may be
found. To give some idea of the scope of this
little book, a list of the chapter headings will
be given.
Chap. I—Ratios.
Chap. II—Approximate Numbers.
Chap. III—Interpolation.
Chap. IV—Heat.
Chap. V—Specific Gravity.
Chap. VI—Gas Calculations.
Chap. VII—Calculation of Atomic Weights
and Formulas.
Chap. VIII.—Gravimetric Analysis.
Chap. IX—Volumetric Analysis.
Chap. X—Use of Specific Gravity Tables
and Acid Calculations.
In all of these chapters definite examples are
worked out to thoroughly illustrate the subject matter, and, although the book is especially for chemical students, the subjects treated
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are of such common occurrence as to make the
volume well worth the cost if only to serve
as a reference for the solution of the more
simple chemical problems which are certain
to be encountered by most of us in every day
practice.
The price of the book is $2.00 net.

Railway Maintenance Engineerings By Wm.
H. Sellew, 5x71/
4 inches, 350 pages. D. Van
Nostrand Co., New York. $2.50 net.
rrHIS book has been prepared from notes
used by the author in his classes in Railway Engineer at the University of Michigan.
The work is confined principally to maintenance and improvement of existing lines rather
than to the building of new roads. Some of
the important subjects dealt with are: Grading, bridges, trestles and culverts; ties, rails,
switches, frogs, etc.; railway buildings; water
and fuel stations; shops and signals and interlockers.
The chapter on signals is not exhaustive by
any means, but the subject is well treated in a
general way.
There are numerous photographs and drawings illustrating the different subjects taken up.
While this book was intended to present the
subject from the student's point of view, the
subject matter is of a practical nature, and is
handled in such a way as to be easily understood.
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TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
Wickey—"Translate 'Nous mangons les
pommes.'"
Freshman—"We mangled the ropes."
"HAMLET, THE CROOK."
"What's the show ?" asked the man with a
large hat and long hair.
"Hamlet," said the boxoffice man.
"What's it like?"
"Well, a man murders his stepfather out of
revenge for the murder of his own father. At
the finish there is a mixup with swords and
poison and—"
"That'll do. I guess I'll stroll out and see
a cabaret. I'm tired of these crook plays."—
The Franklin.
He—"You are the sole aim of my life."
She—"Well, you won't make a hit if you
don't get closer to the target."—Carnegie Tartan.

IN THE GIT.
Pet my foot some more—I like it.—Life.
W. P. Tilley—Say wouldn't it be pretty soft
to just go to school and be sure of getting your
D.'s?
Izzey—Come on inside fellows where it's
warm so I can talk.
Will you love me like that always Raymy ?
Huh-uh, I gotta study some.
It will be of interest to know how many of
the men in the freshmen class are taking the
well known "Rose short course."
Automobile Salesman—"I appeal to you as a
woman of taste and judgment the static log of
the motor is as the square of radius impulse."

F
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THE QUESTION BOX.
Address all communications to Z. Ero Penetration, care Technic..
1. Dear Ero:
Does a locomotive carry a couple of extra
buckets of water, so the fireman won't have to
carry any from the nearest pump when the
boiler goes dry?
—M. Tilley.
Ans.—No, when the water supply is exhausted, this fact is telegraphed to the next
station and a hand car with a sufficient supply
is sent to the engine.
2. Editor Question Box
The Rose Technic,
Dear Sir:—I hesitate to express my sentiments, nevertheless, notwithstanding arguments, which may and perhaps may not be to
the contrary, I feel, and in so feeling believe I
am justified, that the words uttered by Mr.
Waters, esq. on the memorable occasion when
Prof. Knipmeyer requested him to remove the
generators from the shop, be published. With utmost respect,
—E. N. Goldstine.
Ans.—It can't be done in print, much as we'd
like to. If you will send a stamp we will be
glad to send you a copy of the quotation.
LIFE.
Chapter I.
"Glad to meet you."
Chapter II.
"Isn't the moon beautiful?"
Chapter III.
"Oozum love woozum?"
Chapter IV.
"Do you—"
"I do—"
Chapter V.
"Do—da—da—da!"
Chapter VI.
"'Where the samhill's dinner?"
—Chapparal.
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"I don't see why they call it the Normal
School?"
"Why not?"
"Did you ever see the products."
—Gargoyle.
THE DRYEST STORY IN THE WORLD.
An Irishman and a Scotchman went into a
saloon together, and the Irishman had no
money.—Exchange.
THE SMELLS.
(With Apologies to Edgar Allen Poe)
Oh the chemist with their smells—
Fearful smells,
What a trail of odors now this chemistry impels!
To offend the nose of man
Foul stench rises by their hand!
While of him who would object
They say he has no respect
For their science.
So in ignorance and bliss,
They keep breathing in the mist,
Of the air in circulation that so rythmically
swells,
Full of smells, smells, smells, smells,
Smells, smells, smells—
Full of terrible and stupefying smells.
SAFETY FIRST.
"I want to buy your supply of spoiled eggs,"
stated a long haired man, meditatively.
"Going to see Hamlet tonight?" inquired the
grocer.
"No, I am going to play Hamlet tonight,"
sadly replied the long-haired one.
IN OLD SANTA'S MAIL.
Dear Old Santa:—
I'll not ask you for much this year, for I'm
sure there are other little boys who need more
than I do, but I would like to have you please
bring me a nice box of colored chalk.
Your little friend,
JOJO.
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Dear Santa—
Dear Santa—
Please bring me, if its not too much trouble,
Please send me a dozen boxes of stick candy
instead
a
new
class,
1919
stunt to spring on Mac.
this year for my boys in the
for
year
Yours with love,
of clubs and paddles as I ordered last
WILLY TRIMBLE.
the 1918 gang. The "little gentlemen" have
been so gentle and industrious that I have
grown fat and lazy as a result. Last year, as. Dear Old Santy Claus—
you remember, I asked for a size 38 suit, but
I am supposed to be manager of the track
now •after my rest, thanks to their splendid team, and I would like to have you bring me
conduct, I have outgrown it, and I am sadly something to manage.
in need of a size 46. Oh, and the dear little
Yours truly,
RICHARD LEITCH.
fellows refuse to use the tin cup any longer,
the one you sent in '96, so kindly arrange to Dear Santa—
,
have a bubbler put in.
I am a little chap who works awfully hard
DR. WALTER SPRATT.
and I would like to have a medal, if you could
bring it to me. Don't bring Casey Stoltz anyDear Santa Claus—
thing, for he picks on me.
Christmas is coming so I thought I would
Your little friend,
write and let you know what to bring me. I've
EDDIE FLARSHEIM.
tried to be reasonable, Santa, and I've been a
•
good boy all year. All I want is a place to
ZOUN DS!
MY DUCHY
hang my hat in the new R. P. I., and maybe,
F01,2 A F
-TOOTH Et7CONUES!
if you don't think it too much, you might bring
me a set of tires for Lizzie.
Yours truly,
KNIPPY.
Dear Santa—
I want a stop watch. I heard there wasn't
any Santy Claus, but I want to be on the safe
side.
Your doubting admirer,
JACKIE PEDDLE.

UNCONSCIOUS HUMOR.
One of the new popular songs is entitled
Dear Sandy Claws—
"My Home in Ireland," whose authors have
Please bring me a girl, one with black hair the good old Irish names of Costello and Soland black, snappy eyes, and a bottle of hair man.
dye for my mustache.
Lovingly yours,
Student bold,
CLARIINTZ PIGG.
Shaking knees,
Answer is,
Good Old Santa—
B. V. D's.
I am such a little boy that the other boys
all pick on me, so please bring me something to
Maiden fair,
protect myself with.
Skirt at knees,
Your little friend,
Feels no cold,
CASEY STOLTZ.
You'd think she'd freeze.
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Tommy, (drawing figure on the board)-Waggie , Jr.—"How would you work that
"I'm just putting anything up here that comes
if the specific heat varied?"
Waggie, Sr.—"Why, you'd have to take ac- into my head."
Leitch—"You must be having a nightmare."
count of the variation of specific heat."
Gadberry—"Why don't you get married, McKeever ?"
"Mac"—"Then I wouldn't have any place to
spend my evenings."

Newlywed—"I got a check for $10.00 as conscience money today."
Bachelor—"Who from?"
Newlywed—"I can't imagine, unless it was
from my wife's mother."

*
Cwsar—!!!
Tommy—"What's the advantage of a geared
Calpurnia—"What ho, my lord, what ho!"
testing
machine?"
Cwsar—"What hoe? What hoe? Gillette,
Stone—"Its
more expensive."
dam it, Gilktto."—Exchange.
He—"What do you think of the new
dances?"
She—"Well,I feel more danced against than
dancing."—Life.

Pigg (in Hyd.)—"What units is that in?
Feet per pound second?"
"Fellows, fellows, you just don't know how
it helps the team.

Demosthenes was on his way to the shore to
the famous pebble cure for his faulty
take
Mac to Senior Applied Mechanics—"I admit
enunciation,
and suddenly beheld the war bulyou're good, but you don't know it all, just
letins
posted
in the street.
like me."
"Oh,
what's
the use of pebbles anway?" he
Which leaves no room for an argument.
asked
himself,
disgustedly. "I can use the
"Mac" admits he's good.
Galician
battlefields
with the same effect." And
Mac, however, was not speaking to the
to
prove
it,
he
said
Sulzysmzehrgl six times
Senior Electricals. They frankly admit that
in
rapid
succession.
they know everything.
According to Wente, Frank Mark ought to
make a hit with the fair sex, for the best thing
he plays is the "love game."

PUT IT DOWN!

"I heard John Bunny has joined with Barnum and Bailey."
"Why John is dead, you boob."
"Well, so are Barnum and Bailey."

That we've the best Suits, Overcoats and
Toggery in town, and then come in and
let us make good.

Don't pass this store when you're out. You'll miss the BEST if you do. Many
new kinks in cut and make-up. Handsome new suitings in Checks and Stripes.
Plain mixtures if you prefer. Everything that's new in Overcoats the tailoring
is bang up." Put it down, also, that our prices are right and we want your trade

Special Recognition
of Poly Boys

MYERS BROS•

THE HOME OF TOTALLY DIFFERENT
AND BETTER CLOTHES --

ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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Ye Merz ofRose!

Varsity fifty-nine, in Hart
Schaffner & Marx, is the
really Classy Suit for the
young fellows. New English models in Overcoats, Hats, Shoes, Shirts,
Sweaters, Underwear, and all Men's Furnishings. Always the newest and the best
Fifth St. and
in everything.
Wabash .five

Tune Brothers

TEN PER CENT REDUCTION TO ALL ROSE MEN

BOYS
do not visit your girl without a box ofour

CHOCOLATES

Baur's Pharmacy

Our Candies made pure, clean and fresh
every day

Terre Haute Trust Building
Seventh and Wabash Avenue

Greek Candy Kitchen

AC EN CY

676 Wabash Ave., near 7th St.
Hot and Cold Drinks Served at

Hours

BOTH PHONES 64

The Moore-Langen Printing Co.

"Huyler's" Celebrated New York Candies
Halftones and Zinc Etching
Illustrations for the Rose
Technic are made by the
Terre Haute Engraving Co.
Estimates Cheerfully
Furnished

PRINTERS, BINDERS
1
1 4

BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURERS
PUBLISHERS

SIXTH AND MULBERRY STREETS TERRE HAUTE, IND.

PHONES: CITIZENS 2885—R
BELL 122

Terre Haute Engraving
Company
51 SPECTATOR COURT

ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP
US.
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MARK CROSS CO. Gloves, Traveling
Bags and Leather Novelties

—When You Think of Flowers
Think of

Known as the Best Made

HEINL'S

We Are the Selling Agents
THE HOUSE OF FOULKES BROS.

129 South Seventh Street
TERRE HAUTE

Hatters, Furnishers and Tailors
631 Wabash Avenue

First in Quality, First in Cleanliness, and
First in Terre Haute.

WM. SChOriefeld
DRUGGIST

Tbe Colonial Ituncb Room
THE ONE WHITE SPOT OF TERRE HAUTE"

Northern Hotel

and Big Four
New Phone 575
UNIVERSITY NOTE BOOKS,
STATIONERY, Eta.
AGENT FOR
JOHNSTON'S CANDIES

Seventh

F. F. WINSLOW, Owner

24 South Seventh Street
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
ARTHUR M. HOOD
Rose '93

Bldg.

GEORGE B. SCHLEY

HOOD 1 SCHLEY
PATENTS and PATENT CAUSES

908 HUME-MANSUR BLDG.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND

STARRETT'S MACHINIST AND CARPENTER TOOLS, PLUMBING,
HARDWARE, ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES AND STEAM HEATING

FREITAG, WEINHARDT & CO.
664 Wabash
Avenue

Phones

140

AeNew-HotelDeming
EUROPEAN PLAN
Sunday Dinners $1 per Plate

Sixth and Cherry Streets
SEE THE NEW COFFEE ROOM JUST OPENED

Excellent Music

French Pastries and

Ice

Cream in any Form

ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.

E.C.&M.Automatic Motor Starters
NY industry that employs electric mot o r s
can advantageously employ
E. C. & M. Automatic Motor Starters.

A

The E. C. & M. Automatic Motor Starter is a basically simple device, designed
to make the starting of electric motors a safe operation
in the hands of anyone.
The only effort necessary
to start or stop the motor is
to push a button or open or
close a knife switch.
The Starter automatically
protects the motor and driven
machine.
This Starter saves current and increases production.
Here are two of the many reasons why.
1.

The effort required to stop the motor
is so slight that an operator will not
leave a motor running as is frequently
the case where ordinary starting boxes
are used.

2.

No time is lost in starting, because
the motor accelerates in the shortest
safe time.

Write our nearest office now for a copy
of Bulletin 1016 or have a representative
call and demonstrate the Starter to you.

Write for Bulletin 1016

THE ELECTRIC CONTROLLER 8c MFG. CO.
NEW

YORK-so CHURCH ST.
PITTSBURG-1539 OLIVER BLDG.

CLEVELAND,OHIO

TORONTO- 1222 TRADERS BANK BLDG.

CHICAGO-1417 MONADNOCK BLK.
BIRMINGHAM-8v BROWN-MARX BLDG.
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The Best Christmas
Present Ever

A

Remington
Junior Typewriter
No Christmas gift could be more acceptable;
none more practical; none more useful
To the small boy or girl it will be a delight and an
education all in one.
Think of his having his own typewriter and writing his own letters, just like his elders.
Think of the educational value of the typewriter. The machine
is the sworn enemy of bad spelling, careless punctuaticn and
faulty grammar. Its plain print makes all mistakes so obvious
that the child learns to see them and correct them. Accuracy
and orderliness are the laws enforced by the typewriter, and these
qualities become habitual with those who typewrite.

To the young man or woman,the value of the typewriter is obvious.
To many it means a livelihood.
To many more it means a good extra income.
Copying work pays well, and there is plenty of
it to be had.
To all it means a neat, convenient, rapid, timesaving method of writing.

Of all typewriters, the new REMINGTON JUNIOR
makes the most acceptable Christmas Gift
Because it is small, light and portable—ideal for the home. Because
it is simple—anyone can operate it. No lessons needed. Because it
is a Remington. Its name describes it exactly. It is only half he
size of the standard Remington and sells for half the price—but it
carries the ironclad Remington guarantee, and has'
all the famous Remington qualities.
It is swift, strong and durable. It writes with standard Remington type on paper of standard
size—and no more perfect typewriting is possible on any writing machine.
Write to us for illustrated descriptive booklet or else call at our office, and let us
show you this new fifty-dollar Remington.
A demonstration will convince you that this is the ideal Christmas Gift.

Why?

Remington Typewriter Company
[Incorporated]

6 West Market Street

Indianapolis, Ind.

ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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Rose Polytechnic Institute
Founded by the late Chauncey Rose at Terre Haute,Indiana

A COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Offers a SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION based on Mathematics, Modern. Languages,
Physical Sciences and Drawing with thorough instructiora in
the Principles and Practice of

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
CIVIL ENGINEERING, CHEMISTRY AND ARCHITECTURE
FACULTY
C. LEO MEES,Ph. D., President and Professor of Physics.
JAMES A. WICKERSHAM, A. M., Professor of Languages.
MALVERD A. HOWE,C.E., Professor of Civil and Architectual
Engineering.
ARTHUR S. HATHAWAY,B. S., Professor of Mathematics.
JOHN B. PEDDLE, M. E., Professor of Machine Design.
FRANK C. WAGNER. A. M., Professor of Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering.
JOHN WHITE, Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry.
EDWIN S JOHONNOTT,Ph. D., Professor of Physics.
ROBERT L. McCORMICK, C. E., Professor of Mechanics and
Associate in Civil Engineering.
CLARENCE C. KNIPMEYER, B. S., Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering.

. .

Higgins

ALBERT A. FAUROT,M., A. Associate Professor in Languages
and Librarian.
HAROLD A. THOMAS,C. E., Associate Professor in Civil Engineering.
CARL WISCHMEYER,B.S. Associate Professor in Drawing and
Machine Design.
ORION L. STOCK, B. S., Instructor in Drawing.
H. L. COLES, B. S., Instructor in Chemistry.
W. G. RANELS,Superintendent of Shops.
MRS. S. P. BURTON, Registrar.
RUSSELL E. LAWRENCE,B.S., Fellowship Instructor in Mathematics and Physics.
DOM. P. SAVANT, B. S., Fellowship Instructor in Electrical
Laboratory.

Uhe
Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing-Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
\ Vegetable Glue, etc.

y /

ARE THE FINEST AND BEST GOODS OF THEIR KIND
Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive and illsmelling inks and adhesives, and adopt the
HIGGINS INKS and ADHESIVES. They
will be a revelation to you

AT DEALERS GENERALLY

CHARLES M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.
Branches
Chicago and London

271 Ninth Street
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

ENGINEERING
MAGAZINE
THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE publishes
the best original articles by the highest authorities
on all phases of current engineering progress.
Additional and exclusive features are: a Review
and Topical Index to the current contents of nearly
two hundred engineering and industrial journals;
Current Record of New Technical Books; Industrial News; Latest Improved Machinery and Trade
Literature.
Every number is a valuable reference book for
every engineer or student of engineering.
Ask for sample copy and decriptive circular.

THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
140.142 Nassau Street

NEW YORK

ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.

WALK-OVER SHOES FOR
ACTIVE MEN
41. Perhaps you are hard on your
shoes. Perhaps you are looking
for a pair of shoes that will be a
happy combination ot real style
and comfort and at the same
time having wear and quality
that is strong and long-lived.
41. Come in and see exactly this
rare combination in Walk-Over
shoes—new styles in neat patterns of such honest workmanship and substantial leathers and
fabrics that long and faithful service is assured.

Economically Priced too-

GRANO

OPERA
HOUSE

THE HOUSE OF REAL

REEL FEATURES!
AND

THE HOME OF THE

LEGITIMATE

$3.50, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00

Cheney's Walk-Over Boot Shop

T.P._..T.P_.c

651 Wabash Avenue

SMITH

Annual Christmas Sale
of

SILK-FRONT SHIRTS
AT $1.10 EACH
Usually $1.50 and $2
Entire front and cuffs
are PURE silk. The
back and sleeves Soisette, a cotton fabric,
that matches perfectly with the silk.
All sizes from 14 to 17
Regular $1.50 and $2
Shirts. Sale price,

EACH
$1.10
MEN'S SECTION

The Root Store
"The Best Place to Shop, After All"

THE REAL CLEANER
AND DYER
Phone 515

AUTO DELIVERY

High Class Tailoring in Connection
26 South Seventh Street

Our new line of Fall and
Winter Hats now ready.
All the latest styles you'll
&id
at Bill Cod's $2
HAT SHOP

715 Wabash Avenue

ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.

THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS

WE DO

An Investment That PAYS

THE LARGEST TAILORIN6
BUSINESS IN THE CITY

Take advantage of our Special Rental Rate
to University Students and rent from us a
rebuilt latest visible model

"There is a Reason"

Remington
Typewriter

ED SPARKS
Tailor and Haberdasher

2 months for

715 Wabash Ave.

$5
64 NTOVIZE

Think of all the
ferent uses a college
student can make of
a typewriter. It is
worth while as a time and labor saver,just
on your own work.
After you have used that Remington for
two months, you will find out that you cannot get along without it. Then if you wish
to buy the rented machine or a new one, we
will credit the $5 on the purchase price.

NEXT:"

AT

The "St. Nick"
Barber Shop
St. Nicholas Hotel, North Ninth St.

^-, Better take advantage of this offer NOW.
Send us the .C5 and we will send the machine.

A FULL•LINE OF SFIAVING ACCESSOItIES
YOU'LL GET THE SERVICE

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)
6 West Market St.,
Indianapolis,Ind.

i------

Attention Fellows
A Rose Man is Operating a Beanery

FRESHMEN
READ THAT AD

Service Better
Grub Better

Then See

SPECIAL RATES TO ROSE MEN
CALL AND GET ACQUAINTED

Henry C. Gray

Rowe 19 and Bruning '19

'17

432 NORTH NINTH STREET

DIETZGEN INSTRUMENTS
—the proper aids for correct drawings—
are QUALITY INSTRUMENTS lira QUALITY CASES—
the perfect combirxation
Send for Catalog Today

asDIETZGEN CO.
MANUFACTURERS
Chicago

New Yorh
Toronto

San Francisco
New Orleans
Pittsburg
Philadelphia

ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.

THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
TERRE HAUTE DIAMOND PALACE

Best Hair Cutters In Town

THE

thope=i2ebt=3Ltoomer
Yetheirp Companp

Stewart's Sanitary
Shave Shop

ESTABLISHED 1867

Basement

HEADQUARTERS FOR

CLASS PINS, SEALS, FOBS,
WATCH BRACELETS,
ELECTRIC CIGAR LIGHTERS, SOUVENIR SPOONS,
PRIZE TROPHY CUPS,
FOOTBALL SPOONS
Watch and Jewelry Repairing Neatly Done
and Fully Guaranteed
Arthur Nehf '14, now connected with the
firm as a stockholder, will be pleased to
meet his Rose friends.

524 Wabash Avenue
TERRE HAUTE

TERRE HAUTE TRUST BUILDING

Spaulding or Wright& Ditson
Tennis or Foot Ball Goods
IN STOCK

KODAK SUPPLIES
Morse's or Lowney's Chocolates

BLACK & COOK, Ttu,9.39P7
We Deliver

Ninth and Chestnut Streets

728 WABASH AVENUE

JOHN FORD

FAIR PLAY
Demands
That You Patronize Rose
Advertisers

EXCLUSIVELY
$12.00 MACKINAWS $11.00

ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.

THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS

JOSEPH'S

Semi-Annual Clearance Sale
now on. /
1 4 Discount '6.4
from _---;)octal) f3ranb buitt anb berroatt. The 't
Ideal clothes for the College fellow. You can't !',0
,
buy poor goods where there are none to sell.

M. JOSEPH'S SONS 512-514 Wab. Ave.
Uhe ORPHE 1LT M
"The House of Music, Laughter and Song"

OUR PROGRAM
We are now showing on our regular daily program the
output of The General Film Company,consisting of the following popular makes: Vitagraph, Essanay, Lubin, Selig,
Kalem, Edison and Biograph, and featuring such stars as
Charles Chaplin, Henry B. Walthall, Richard C. Travers,
Earl Williams, Viola Dana, Edith Storey, Anita Stewart,
Leah Baird, Lillian Walker and others.
OTHER FEATURES
Our Pipe Organ—Percy G. Robbins, Organist.
The Orpheum Four—Walter C. Dorsey, Contra Tenor; Frank J.
Holland, Tenor; Walter J. Schwartz, Baritone; Geo. L. Peltier,
Basso.
Our Orchestra—George Hoback, Director; LaVern Stahl, Violinist;
Jos. Mayes,Violinist; Jack O'Grady,Drums, Xylophones Traps,
etc.

Great Northern Barber Shop
Opposite Big Four Station

Three Good Barbers
Our Work Pleases Particular People

TOLLIE SHELTON Nv--;11 press your suit for 25c

BREWER 0,FUQUA

ALWAYS FIVE CENTS

L. D. SMITH

YOUR Future Employer will Expect YOU

NEWSDEALER and STATIONER

TO

A Full and Complete Line of

"BE LOYAL"

Basketball and Football Supplies
ALWAYS IN STOCK

673 Wabash Avenue

Terre Haute, Indiana

CITIZENS TELEPHONE 6

Max Frank

Your School Wants You
to be Loyal NOW

"THE SOLE SAVER"

Rose Dispensary Bldg., Corner Seventh and Cherry
The Only Goodyear Welt
Shoe Repairing System in the City
Shoes Called For and Delivered Promptly
BOTH PHONES 1995

Go out for the Basketball Team. At least attend
the games, become a live member of a School
Organization; boost the School and everything
connected with it. Mention the Technic; in plain
words, Be Loyal, NOW.

ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US

